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Learning, defined both as the cognitive process of acquiring knowledge, and as the knowledge received by instruction, depends on the environment. Our world, analyzed as an educational environment, evolved from a natural native stage to a scientific technological based phase. Educative system, developed as a public service, including formal, non-formal and informal education, originated its foundations on the textbook, and at present, teacher preparation is based on the same technique. This article is designed as a conceptual basis analyze of learning in a scientific environment, in order to synthesize the interdependencies between the cognitive process of acquiring knowledge and the methods applied in knowledge conversion.
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1 Introduction

Scientific research is the methodological investigation of a scientific subject of a particular domain for the purpose of adding to knowledge. Learning can be analyzed as the specific process of knowledge growth. Scientific research results are saved in technology while individual learning is integrated in experience. The scientific progress is based on the equilibrium between experience and technology. This is why we can define the paradigm of learning as a function of technology applied in scientific research. In [1], the author reviews Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, and highlights the two different senses of “paradigm”: exemplar and disciplinary matrix. The first sense is used to refer to the particular, concrete achievement that defines by example the course of all subsequent research in a scientific discipline while the second one is an entire theoretical, methodological, and evaluative framework within which scientists conduct their research. In [2], another author reviews the two key ideas of The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, the pattern of scientific change and the paradigms, which together can be thought of as analogous to a scientific theory: the first identifies and describes a pattern, and the second provides an explanation for the pattern. Another author [3] analyses the basic concepts of the Kuhn’s work: normal scientific research, which is conducted under a paradigm, or disciplinary matrix and revolutionary science, as the process by which one paradigm is replaced by another. The author lists the four elements of a disciplinary matrix: symbolic generalizations, metaphysical presumptions, values, and exemplars; then he assumes that a model is a kind of symbolic generalization, and that the goals of research come under the heading of ‘values’. In his approach, normal science is about the construction of new models or the improvement of old ones, whereas paradigm change or revolutionary science is about theory change. At the time of publication, Kuhn introduced the new and controversial idea that scientists do not see anomalies, or even crises, as testing the paradigm itself. The same author mentions that for Kuhn, ‘...science students accept theories on the authority of teacher and text, not because of evidence’.

The three references related above reflects, first, the existence of a meta-language and of an object language in scientific research activities, and the possibility to use the same term in the group of the working terms and in the group of the scientific field’s group, and second, the double function for the working terms: the descriptive one and the explanato-
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ry one. The first characteristic lead to the situation of creating or explaining a paradox, while the second characteristic lead to the possibility of creating a pedagogical environment in order to know, to understand and to apply. Technological innovation in a digital environment depends on the pattern of educational change in the pedagogical environment, while this is an application of a technological infrastructure. At the same time, this approach is developed as a methodological one, reconsidering the two sequential levels: theory and practice as two conceptual interdependent components, structured in a desktop-fieldwork paradigm, see the image presented in Fig. 1.

The main aim of the foundations of research is to adopt and update an appropriate terminology of research as a basic vocabulary of generic research for students and specialists in order to choose the correct theories, concepts or methods to use in their work [4]. The same author highlights the necessity of knowing and understanding the standard terms and concepts of the domain researched as soon as the most common way to begin a substantial piece of research is by undertaking a literature review which enables the researcher to around a general topic.

![Conceptual Framework](image)

**Fig. 1. Methodological approach based on concepts map**

In [5] it was found that the character of human reasoning was not the same during various stages of development of human cognitive competencies. In the history of development of any field of scientific knowledge we can observe a number of stages: a pre-scientific period, a proto-scientific period and the scientific period. The first stage is associated with the three main sources of knowledge: experience, technology, and manuals for this, written in the native language of technology or translations. The second stage is characterized by the appearance of specialized word which signifies the appearance of the special notions and special professional activities. The third stage of cognition is characterized by scientific thinking, which is based on the use of scientific theories and systems of concepts.

2 Conceptual Framework

The dynamic of the technological innovation generates two levels of implications regarding terminology: from the point of view of working terms (deskwork), the cluster of the innovation, and from the point of view of the scientific field (fieldwork), its label for knowing, understanding and using it. In [6], the authors analyzed the first perspective and concluded that the inconsistencies in labeling and operationalizing innovations in the new product literature may have contributed to the slow progression of knowledge in these areas. For example, [7, pp. 62-66] consider two alternative research dichotomies: qualita-
tive/quantitative and deskwork/fieldwork. The first of this distinctions has been the subject of much debate. The second distinction is much more pragmatic, and hence less debated, and has to do with the individual researcher’s preferences and opportunities for going out to do their research (fieldwork) or staying in the office, library or laboratory (deskwork). So, according with [7] the two concepts are based on type of activities, while in this paper, the two concepts are based on two class of terminologies (metalinguage and object language). According to their approach, [7] analyze that the distinction between fieldwork and deskwork is, obviously, also not clear-cut. It is debatable, for example, into which category one would place telephone or email interviews, which can be conducted at the desk but effectively take the researcher, at least electronically, into the field. The authors consider to be difficult to categorize the situation of using laptop in the field collecting data; they conclude that the development of information and communication technologies, in particular the growth of the Internet, is undoubtedly, blurring the fieldwork-deskwork distinction, in their acceptation. The same difficulties persists in the third digital edition of the book published in 2006.

As soon as the main result of the dynamic of the technological infrastructure is the e-society, focusing on this concept, we conclude that there are various definitions and approaches connected with it; one example if offered by [8]; the author considers that the e-society is the result of our new ability to compress almost infinitely both time and space; today, this allows the transmission of practically unlimited amounts of data, in real time, anywhere in the world. Another group of authors [9] review the concept and present e-society as a kind of society which steps toward improving people's lives, and also increasing people's awareness of the process of citizenship and city facilities. It is after making the services for the citizens one-phase and electronic. The most important goal of the e-society is to provide acceptable services for the citizens and to gain their satisfaction. The authors consider that continuing life in an informational society and e-cities requires special attention to the education of information and communication technology for the citizens. On the way to prepare the e-citizen, some solutions are presented and they are structured in computer skills, using the facilities of the e-city and culture building. In [10], the purpose of the paper is to engage with the debate on social exclusion in the e-society from the human development perspective, which goes beyond inequality in distribution of technological goods and services to emphasize the options, choice and opportunities related to assessing and using information.

![Fig. 2. Learning in e-Society: a lexical paradigm](image)

Delimiting the area for this paper, e-society is defined as an application of the infor-
mation and communications technologies in our society, which integrates updated technological infrastructure. At this level of approach we identify an initial type of reasoning that can be called the naïve type, which uses common words and word-combinations and testifies that it was based on worldly wisdom and common-sense and operates with general notions, see the image presented in Fig. 2.

Technological infrastructure is a dynamic system which generates new borders for knowledge domain, for the whole society, revealing the e-society; e-education, the engine of the e-society, implies more complex activities, and, in this context, a key activity is represented by the scientific research in e-education, correlated with a new functionality designed to turn the theory into practice. As soon as knowledge develops by scientific research in e-Education is recorded in technology, from a social perspective, the difficulties lies precisely to teach the knowledge workers in order to understand and apply available technology, and as a key of this demand, to train the trainers in a dynamic technological infrastructure [11]. As a result of this paradigm [12], the traditional Classroom, existing in education, could be completed and developed as an e-Class, supported by e-Learning, or as an e-Classroom, mediated by teacher assisted learning, see Fig. 3.

In this second stage, the meaning of some special notions could be explained by the specialists belonging to a certain profession. For example, e-Learning as the support for e-Class has to be connected with the developers of e-Learning. This context generates other paradigms such as: information gap or digital divide. The complexity of the relation between language and knowledge introduced the necessity to recognize the triple nature of the concept in terminology: as a unit of knowledge, cognition, and thought [5]. We can find an educational example, published as a teacher’s guide, in [13, pp.393-398], where e-learning is defining as a method (a 19th one) for developing the active spirit. The author refers to an extended acceptance of the concept e-learning as: assisted/mediated computer instruction, digital/mobile education, multimedia instruction, online education, distance education, web education; at the same time, the same author presents, in a narrow sense, e-learning as a type of distance education or in a classroom, designed as a planned experience for teaching-learning-evaluation, and mediated by the new information and communication technologies. Internet is define as a very active and interactive environment, and m-learning represents a method for learning anywhere and anytime. A similar content could be found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-learning when searching for e-education, using Google. Once the e-society is developed based on the technological infrastructure, the most important component of it become the e-science. Reviewing the literature in this domain, we find a diversity approach regarding the concepts science or e-science. According to [14], e-science represents computationally intensive science carried out in highly distributed network environments. Most of the e-science research activities are focused on the development of tools to support scientific discovery. The author highlights the e-science application concept as a scientific experiment built as a computer simulation. E-science applications are composed from various components including software and data. The UK National e-Science Centre (http://www.nesc.ac.uk/nesc/define.html) defines e-science as "the large scale science that will increasingly be carried out through distributed global collaborations enabled by the Internet. Typically, a feature of such collaborative scientific enterprises is that they will require access to very large data collections, very large-scale computing resources and high-performance visualization back to the individual user scientists". Analyzing the evolution of the science paradigms, [15] presents four stages: the empirical one, when science described natural phenomena, thousand year ago, the theoretical one, using models and generalizations, last few hundred years, the computational one, for simulating complex phenomena last few decades, and
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data exploration (e-science) stage, today where are developed unify theory, experiment, and simulation. The word e-science could be retrieved in eight references of this book but none in the content. Another example defining the science concept is the chapter Evolution and the Nature of Science, which can be found at the address (http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=5787&page=27) of The National Academies Press, where is mentioned that science is a particular way of knowing about the world. In science, explanations are restricted to those that can be inferred from confirmable data—the results obtained through observations and experiments that can be substantiated by other scientists. Anything that can be observed or measured is amenable to scientific investigation. Explanations that cannot be based on empirical evidence are not a part of science. In the chapter Evolution and the National Science Education Standards, the same publication highlights that the science education program standards discuss the planning and actions needed to translate the Standards into programs that reflect local contexts and policies. And the science education system standards consist of criteria for judging the performance of the overall science education system.

In our approach, the e-science is defined as an application of the informatics technology in science, and the conceptual paradigm for learning in a scientific environment is presented in Fig. 4).

At this level of cognition proper terminologies are formed in a constructed version, concepts are defined, methodologies of research are elaborated and scientific equipment is introduced and they are developed as systems.

According to [16], the term "e-education" refers to the application of Internet technology to the delivery of learning experiences. E-education takes place in formal electronic classrooms, on corporate intranets used for just-in-time training, audio and video teleconferencing and in a variety of other technology mediated learning spaces. The primary tools of e-education are e-mail, e-meetings, e-expeditions, and the methodologies of a pedagogy known as e-learning.

In the website Semiotics of Law (http://semioticsoflaw.com/site/home.php), in the section E-Education, it is mentioned that e-education is the definition for all types of electronically enhanced education, with emphasis on education, which is a stark contrast
to e-learning. It would not be correct to perceive e-education only as a set of pedagogic practices with emphasis on learning with the use of electronic instruments. Education itself changes fundamentally where electronics are at stake; it will have a different character and a different understanding of the social relations that sustain the process of education. In [17], the authors consider that e-education is a broad term that generally refers to any kind of learning done with a computer and Internet connection or CD-ROM. At the same time, e-education is essentially the network-enabled transfer of skills and knowledge. E-education refers to using electronic applications and processes to learn. The central idea of the authors’ paper is to present e-education as a new method for teaching, and to get to know the main aspects of it. They founded e-education very useful but with some problems to change the systems that work nowadays; the main problems appeared to be the old mentality and the lack of technology.

![Diagram of e-Society](image)

**Fig. 4. Learning in e-Society: a conceptual paradigm**

Related to previous research [12], which constructs an educational paradigm for our society, in this approach the e-education is defined as an application of assisted didactic design in education and e-learning is developed as an electronic support for e-class.

### 3 Theoretical Framework

Scientific research domain is responsible for creating new knowledge. In [18, pp.3-5] the author synthesizes that scientific research may be structured into two main groups: empirical, factual or descriptive sciences, and non-empirical, formal or theoretical sciences. The empirical sciences aim at exploring, describing, understanding or explaining, and predicting events. While statements in the empirical sciences must be controlled by facts from experience, which are empirical facts, within non-empirical sciences statement need not refer to empirical facts. In this context, [19] sustains that it is a condition of the intelligibility of experimental activity that in an experiment the experimenter is a causal agent of a sequence of events but not of the causal law which the sequence of events enables him to identify. So, the author concludes that there is an ontological distinction between scientific laws and patterns of events.

The most important achievements within the science are twofold: first the inventions and discoveries, which imply innovations and an enhanced technological infrastructure, and then the development of new concepts which change human relations, because we understand the world using our concepts. Our concepts are organized into a cognitive infrastructure; they evolve as systems of concepts, and over time they are configured as theories based on personal experiences.

According with previous research, [11] defines *the article* as the basic result of a scientific research activity and proposes a working model developed as a paradigm in order to
explain this context. Such an approach requests conceptual delimitations and redefined notions dedicated to merge the learning process in e-environment. The working model is refined in [20] where, it is concluded that the articles are designed as applications of the conceptual framework proposed by the author and they are finalized as generic study cases or analytical or theoretical frameworks. According to a concepts map approach, [12] details the generic study cases as practical or theoretical study cases. First situation reflects the paper focusing on the object language while the second one reveals the work concentrating on the meta-language in the scientific research. Refining the paradigm, as we presented in Fig. 1, an adapted working model proposed as a paradigm for scientific research articles is presented in Fig. 5.

Analyzing scientific research as a self-educational activity, the article could be investigated as a learning object so for the owner, and for the community with the professional interests in the same field’s area. Matching the interests of the other researchers or students depends on the adequate informational granularity of the learning object; in this context, the scientific field’s terms could be reflected as a concepts map integrated in a pyramid of concepts enabled to know, understand and apply, while the working terms could be interpreted as a concepts map aggregated in a concepts network enabled to analyze, systematize and evaluate the scientific field’s terms.

Using the previous paradigm, the e-society could be related as a working term, and the global information system can be analyzed as a scientific field’s term, which it generates convergences: people converge into virtual communities, professional skills converge to create new professions, and concepts converge to form new concepts. As a continuum versioning process, technology supports converging in order to be created new technologies; this type of enabling was possible while a computer was included in a computer, and so it became tool, tutor, tutee, and in present, it could be conceptualized as a context of knowledge, with high granularity, as pattern.

E-science requires reconsidering the relationship between theory and practice and the paradigm of space and time for learning. E-science transforms the articles in e-articles, and as a pattern applied, objects learning are developed, designed and implemented as e-objects learning.

The e-article is the result of a scientific research activity but, at the same time, it represents e-learning for academics. According to a report about research publication characteristics and their relative values published in [21], scholars consider many factors when judging the potential quality of articles and deciding which articles to read. Since readers

Fig. 5. The paradigm of the scientific research articles
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cannot know the intrinsic value of an article before reading it, they must use other clues to judge its quality and to estimate what value it may have to them. The problem is that an increasing amount of information is being published electronically. In this way, we observe a balance between the competences of the researcher regarding selections for reading and the quality of his e-articles. It is important for this equilibrium the publishing organization’s guideline and support.

For example, INDERSCIENCE Publishers highlights that metadata consisting of title, author details, abstract and keywords, is a vital part of any paper, since, in our online world, it is the metadata which is freely available to all users and which gets sent to many and varied online sources, from which users undertaking online searches will trace the paper (see http://www.inderscience.com/www/id31_key
words.pdf). The guidelines of this publisher require for title to be “as short as possible, with no abbreviations or acronyms”; the abstract should count approximately 100 words, maximum 150; the keywords should contain approximately 10-15 words or phrases. The keywords field should contain ALL the essential word/phrases in the title; similarly, the keywords field should contain ALL the essential word/phrases in the abstract; additional keywords from the full text can be added if the author(s) feel(s) they are relevant, but only if they add significantly to the likelihood of the paper being retrieved, i.e. if they are “key”; where applicable, the title of the journal should also appear in the keywords.

Exploring the INDERSCIENCE Publishers website, we find 54,141 journals organized in 368 journals. The user can browse the journals by titles or by subject. There are ten subjects: Computing and Mathematics, Economics and Finance, Education, Knowledge and Learning, Energy and Environment, Healthcare and Biosciences, Management and Business, Public Policy and Administration, Risk, Safety and Emergency Management, Science, Engineering and Technology, Society and Leisure. Each of them contains between two and ten categories. For example, Education, Knowledge and Learning contain three categories: Education and Life-Long Learning, Knowledge Studies and Learning and Human Resources Development. First category includes 12 journals, the second one ten journals and the third has a list with 12 journals. One of the journals in the first category is International Journal of Technology Enhanced Learning. This journal has an ISSN online: 1753-5263 and an ISSN print: 1753-5255, and contains six issues per year. Topics for this journal includes: an emerging episteme, the theories, the technologies, the practices and the applications in domain. The issue 2012 vol. 4 no. 5/6 has seven articles. First of these, “Learning analytics: drivers, developments and challenges”, written by Rebecca Ferguson, with DOI: 10.1504/IJTEL.2012.051816, presents an abstract with 107 words and 15 keywords including 30 words. The article is limited at 13 pages. This journal is indexed in Scopus (Elsevier), Academic OneFile (Gale), ACM Digital Library, Expanded Academic ASAP (Gale), Google Scholar, Inspec (Institution of Engineering and Technology) and Scirus (Elsevier). This Journal is listed in: Cabell’s Directory of Publishing Opportunities and Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA): Journal list 2012.

Another example is Emerald Group Publishing Limited, which at the end of 2012 had 55 journals and three Book Series ranked by Thomson Reuters (ISI). Emerald has customers in over 130 countries and contributors in over 205 countries. Articles of this publisher located in the section Resources for authors contain: a submission check-list for the authors, dedicated forms, and specialized guides (http://www.emeraldinsight.com/authors/workshops/ggp_online.htm); the submission check-list is consisting of: format, length, title (which does not exceed eight words), structured abstract, keywords (maximum eight), classification, headings, figures, tables, references (Harvard style), and permissions. In section How to Guide there are available examples of structured abstract for: literature review, case studies, conceptual
paper, research paper, and general review. In order to offer an enhanced service to their librarian, author and researcher communities, Emerald had planned to migrate to Atypon’s Literatum online publishing platform during July-August 2013.

[22, p. 37-40] highlights that keywords typically: a) allow readers to judge whether or not an article contains material relevant to their interests; b) provide readers with suitable terms to use in web-based searches to locate other materials on the same or similar topics; c) help indexers/editors group together related materials in, say, the end-of-year issues of a particular journal or a set of conference proceedings; d) allow editors/researchers to document changes in a subject discipline (over time), and f) link the specific issues of concern to issues at a higher level of abstraction. The same author lists several different ways of choosing keywords: authors supply them with no restrictions on the numbers allowed, authors supply up to a fixed number (e.g. six), authors supply key words as appropriate from a specified list, editors supplement/amend authors’ key words, editors supply key words, editors supply key words from a specified list, referees supply key words from a specified list, keywords are allocated according to the ‘house-rules’ applied to all journals distributed by a specific publisher, and keywords are determined by computer program at proof stage.

In 2010 ELSEVIER (www.elsevier.com) began introducing article-based publishing for journals, making final and citable articles available online faster, and improving their find ability. Articles will be published as soon as possible without waiting for an issue to be compiled; they will appear in an “Issue in Progress”. This approach assures that the final and citable articles are published without needing to wait until a journal issue is complete, and publication process reflects industry shift from print to electronic publishing. In 2011 ELSEVIER introduced prototypes that incorporated a newly developed article format, in seven scientific areas, each tailored to the needs of the relevant communities. For psychology & Cognitive Science, some article features are: diagonal reader, experimental flowcharts, stimuli examples, presentation, interactive graphs and map; for Business Management there are available research highlights, supplementary videos, data analysis, journal information, interactive tables; for Mathematics and Computer Science, article features are: LaTeX (MathJax) rendering, math quotes, formula display in the right sidebar, knowledge tree, corollaries, lemmas, theorems, remarks. The publishing process begins with matching the authors’ abstract to a journal, where it is available a dedicated interactive service or it is possible individual searching based on title, date, editor or ISBN/ISSN. The author artwork instruction, version 1.2 available from July 2012, offers generic information about recommended file formats and images from other applications, and about submitting video content to be include within the body of an article or multimedia as supplementary data. Many Elsevier journals also require authors to choose a subject classification during the online submission process. This classification helps editors to select appropriate reviewers. After submitting the paper, the final step consists of checking the status. It is important to know that between 40 and 90% of all manuscripts submitted are rejected before or after external peer review; in some cases, the journal the author had chosen is simply not the right one, it is mentioned in Elsevier guideline Understanding the Publishing Process.

Every year, ELSEVIER accept and publish more than 250,000 journal articles. ELSEVIER community includes 7,000 journal editors, 70,000 editorial board members, 300,000 reviewers and 600,000 authors. There are 61 offices and five warehouses in 24 countries.

For academics, developing research skills includes finding information in the library, identifying and selecting relevant information, improving reading comprehension; these activities generate patterned notes which are finalized by recording and using information [23, pp. 111-127].
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4 Analytical Framework

In an educational approach, our society could be analyzed in every stage of its development as a whole of tacit knowledge. Defining learning as the process of developing the cognitive infrastructure, Fig. 6 reflects the statements “lifelong learning” or “lifelong learners” as soon as knowledge is presented as an application of the cognitive infrastructure. The two statements depends on the cognitive infrastructure’ nature, which can be a social or a virtual one. Since the application refers to an individual, the knowledge is stored as experience as an education function, otherwise there are developed cognitive infrastructure as e-objects knowledge usable in knowledge transfer. As soon as the knowledge transfer has an instructional purpose, the e-objects knowledge become e-objects learning, with different granulation and they are designed using didactics theories, categories, and principles. For e-learning objects the design is a computer assisted one, while the e-objects learning could be used in an assisted instruction activity. The main difference between the two learning situations is that the second one is designed as a social based process. This approach is based on the conceptual framework for didactic design presented in [12], which was initially intended as a terminological paradigm, and which was updated as a conceptual paradigm of learning; in this case, the educational infrastructure could be analyzed as e-science for specific purposes.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 6.** The paradigm of Learning in a Scientific Environment

According to the statement that reality is complex and unlimited, [18] identifies three principal strategies to focus a scientific investigation: experimental, reductive and explicative. In an experiment the unit of analysis is an operation, which is carried out under controlled and restricted conditions. The scientist must be capable of manipulating, varying and measuring the relevant variables. Therefore, the experiment should preferably be conducted in a laboratory or in circumstances where the influence of external variables can be either eliminated or calculated. The aim of the reductive strategy is to use many units of analysis, but reduce the number of variables. This strategy makes it possible to formulate context-independent theories about patterns and surface structure. The explicative strategy is practiced within the humanities and social sciences. This strategy is effective in order to understand complex phenomena in the context in which they occur. The aim of the explicative strategy is to focus our attention on one unit of analysis—a case—simultaneously accommodating as many relevant variables and qualities as possible. Thus the case may be understood as a complex whole. The same author considers that a strategy finally, links methodology to theory, defining the methodology as being a recommended set of methods for collecting and analyzing data. Such kind of vision assures for each researcher a conceptual infra-
structure for developing knowledge in a particular scientific field.

The conceptual paradigm proposed in Fig. 6 explains the possibility of developing applications pattern-oriented, which integrates gradually informatics infrastructure. So, we can identify three types of dedicated applications designed for validation of the e-article, and, at the same time, we can identify two type of e-articles developed in a high granulation content environment oriented learning. Both classes have the same educational purpose: harmonizing learning in a scientific environment.

The first application of e-science as an educational infrastructure for e-articles is plagiarism detection service, which rates the papers for similarities to previously published work. A native application of e-science is the automatic system for determining the similarity of programs.

A second application is the taxonomy developed as hierarchical levels under each term-family of a thesaurus of a scientific field’s terms.

The third application could be designed as a lexical analysis based on Bloom taxonomy for the e-article’s content evaluation. This type of investigation could highlight the level of complexity of the paper’s research and could be correlated with the vocabulary shift. For example, many of the most common English verbs tend to be replaced by Latinate verbs having a more precise meaning. These three types of application correspond to the three types of paradigms described in the conceptual framework section of this paper: lexical, terminological and conceptual paradigms, developed on the methodological approach based on concepts map theory.

The first type of e-article which promotes the high granulation content environment oriented learning is the collaborative e-article, which is developed between the author and a supervisor collaborating as a mentor, while a second type, the interactive e-article is elaborated within a self-validation methodology.

One of the first component of e-science, developed as an educational infrastructure is the word processor, which offers to the author a dedicated environment in order to create work papers, research reports or textbooks. There is a system of knowledge applications which refer to spelling and grammar, define a term or access to the thesaurus. The user can use the built-in screen reader, Narrator, to read and create documents. There is a mini translator which provide a quick translation when the user focuses the cursor on a word or on selected paragraphs. The author could obtain statistics in the current document; he could compare two versions of a document or he could combine revisions from multiple authors into a single document; the environment is a collaborative one, as soon as the supervisor could review the content. This system of knowledge applications defined the standard textbook structure which it means there are techniques to organize the content as an educational infrastructure.

The author could define headings as the base of organizing the content in a hierarchy of knowledge, which finally assure the table of contents generation.

The knowledge representations as illustrations, included in document as pictures, shapes, smart art, charts or even screenshots, have to be labeled, then referred using a cross-reference option, and finally a list of figures could be generated, as a qualitative method for knowledge conversion.

Creating, labeling, referring series of data edited in tables, finally are synthesized in a list of tables as a quantitative research method included in the textbook.

Numbered or bulleted lists are also knowledge objects which can be referred in a cross-reference system in order to highlight structured information.

One of the most important technique, developed to presents the author’s intention regarding the keywords of the studied field is the index which can be generated after marking the entries for a specific terms. The reader can find quickly explanations for them and how they are distributed through the chapters.

For an author, the first objective consists of originality, regarding the work reflected in
the document. For this, there are options for managing the sources, applying the styles (12 standards are built-in), generating the bibliography, and insert citations as placeholders. Two annexes are recommended to be elaborated manually: the list of acronyms and the glossary. The first one is more than necessary in some field where they abound in. This list will be sorted and explained in the same way they appear first in the text. The second one, is an alphabetical list of the working terms, completed with the source of the explanations.

5 Case Study

The paradigms proposed and analyzed in this article as arguments in reconsidering the relationship between theory and practice for learning activities in public education could be confirmed by the technology timeline and its applications in different domains. In this way, it’s remarkable the idea published 26 years ago in a chapter Instructional Software in [24, pp. 103]: “Over the past few years the quality of computer-based instructional software has undergone considerable improvement. Many of the early programs were written by computer buffs who had little background in learning theory or pedagogy. As educators became familiar with programming techniques they began to create lessons that met their instructional needs but were far from being technically elegant. Today, however, an effort is being made to unify the two camps and thereby create sound lessons that are also technically well programmed”.

The case study of this approach is founded on the analytical framework for the paradigm of learning in a scientific environment described in section 4, where the application is designed as an educational infrastructure. In this case, the personal computer, created as an informatics technology (tool), is developed as an educational technology (tutor) and then it is transformed as an environment for designing pedagogical situations enabled to support refining learning (tutee). This type of educational infrastructure assures competencies for the content, interaction as a support, and class work in the context of a discipline, these features representing the main characteristics of a standard application in assisted instruction.

In order to respect a transitional solution for mind challenge, the case study propose an exercise adapted from [25, pp.163]: The statement of this exercise is: Edit in the second square the correct Roman numeral, referring to the image presented in Fig. 7.

So as to solve this exercise, we use an electronic sheet and, it is important to mention that, in this case, the interactive application involves two steps: first we built the statement and then we solve it.

The application, in the initial stage, has an interface consisting of six levels of interaction, which is presented in the image which can be viewed in Fig. 8. The six ranges of the applications are: ① the title and references area, ② the solution (the steps to follow in order to solve; from this point of view, the application is considered a tool), ③ the Tutor (where each step is completed with instructions), ④ the tutee (the button Check assists the learner, confirming the right actions, and the button RESET reconfigures the environment, if it is necessary or if the learner wish this action or if the user click this button involuntary), ⑤ the assistance for working area, where the user could command or he could learn how to obtain a specific configuration, and ⑥ the level designed for checking Understanding.

Fig. 7. Fill the square with the correct Roman numeral
All the options existing in the application are contextual command buttons, so each of them offers information as it is needed; so the buttons regarding working area have contextual labels (View/Hide) and the explanations for the buttons How to... offer also contextual help.

The actions recommended for the learner are: first, reading a step, viewing the help offered the corresponding tutor button, applying the instructions and then checking how he applied. In the left area of each step could be seen a confirmation (OK) if the action was passed, otherwise it will be displayed the number of the requirements to solve (Req:n).

6 Conclusions
As an educational infrastructure, in a cognitive approach, classical use of personal computers was dedicated to solve traditional problems with the new technology. The best examples are the type-writer and the desktop metaphors. This model is a reflection of the lexical paradigm of learning. Next generation of the problems solved by computer assisted
instruction reflected the terminological paradigm of learning, where solutions were produced individual, as soon as the computer was an extension of the individual cognitive infrastructure. Representative examples are when solving the various kinds of traditional intelligence tests using the adequate software as environment, as they are presented in [12], [26] and [27]. The new challenges are validating the scientific researches activities, using an educational infrastructure e-science based, which assures learning defined as sequential knowledge, understand and apply actions and self-validation of the results of this process. This third model is a representation of the conceptual paradigm of learning based on assisted instruction situations. This type of applications corresponding to the third paradigm has a twofold objectives: converting knowledge in order to integrate it in the cognitive infrastructure and learning the new environment.
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